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 The relationships developed earlier between SNR, Pd
and Pfa apply to a single pulse only.

 As a search radar scans past a target, it will remain in 
the beam sufficiently long for more than one pulse to 
hit the target. The number can be calculated using the 
following formula:

where nb – Hits per scan
b – Azimuth beamwidth (deg)
s – Azimuth scan rate (deg/s)
m – Azimuth scan rate (rpm)
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 For a long-range ground based radar with an azimuth

beamwidth of 1.5, a scan rate of 5rpm and a pulse

repetition frequency of 30Hz, the number of pulses

returned from a single point target is 15.

 The process of summing all these hits is called

integration, and it can be achieved in many ways

 Integration: Commonly several echo pulses are processed 

together (integrated) with the processed composite 

applied to the threshold. 

 Two major types of  integration:
• Coherent integration          

• Non-coherent integration
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 Note that though the
mean values of both the
Noise and Signal-plus-
Noise remain unchanged,
the variance decreases

 This results in a reduction
of the required single
pulse SNR to achieve a
particular Pd and Pfa
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 Coherent Integration: Signal and interference phases are 

considered. Integration takes place at the intermediate frequency 

and is coherent.

 Non Coherent Integration: Signals and interference phases are 

ignored. This integration takes place after envelope 

demodulation of  the signal.
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 The SNR with integration is raised by some fraction of  the 

number of  pulses integrated as:

 S/NN = S/Ni (N/Li)

 S/NN = SNR ratio resulting from a look of  N hits

 S/Ni  = average SNR ratio from a single hit.

 N     = number of  pulses integrated in the process, called    

integration number

 Li    = integration loss, a function of  detection  

probability, false alarm probability, number of  pulses integrated 

and target fluctuation statistics.
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 More effective than non coherent 

 Loss usually ranges from 1.0 to 1.7 and is rarely larger than 2.0, 

whereas in non coherent the loss can be as large as square root 

of  the integration number for very large integrations.

 Coherent integration can be treated by calculating an equivalent 

integrated SNR ratio and applying this S/N to single hit process.

 Their equivalent SNR , modified slightly to fit the figures 

following, is
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Where 

 (S/N)N = the mean SNR after integration

 (S/N)k = the SNR of  the kth sample

 k = the sample number

 N = the number of  samples in the look.

 The above relation gives an average SNR for the multiple echoes. 

The integrated SNR is thus N times the mean S/N of  the 

individual hits.
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The 

improvement 

in SNR if  n 

pulses are 

integrated 

post detection 

is nEi(n). This 

is also the 

effective 

number of  

pulses 

integrated

nEi(n) ≈ n0.8
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 Windowing the Signal.

 Most  coherent integrations are implemented as either Fourier 

Transforms or correlations.

 In windowing, two signals occurring simultaneously in time are 

hypothesized, one is a moving target, the other is clutter.

 Clutter echo is much larger than that of  moving target.

 Moving target can be discriminated from clutter with the help of  

windowing.
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 Signal Phase.

 Coherent integration of  targets requires the motion to 

be removed before the signal summation.

 It is done by subtracting from each consecutive bit a 

phase equivalent to target’s motion between hits.
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 M of  N detection

 CFAR

 Cell Averaging CFAR

 Limiting CFAR

 Clutter Map CFAR
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 It is common for radars to take several independent looks at the 

same target space, usually at different PRFs and/or frequencies.

 Detection is enhanced by using these multiple independent looks 

in what is called M ary or M of  N detection.

 The statistics for M of  N detection are : 

PD= Prob. of  detection

M = required number of  successes for detection

N = number of  looks processed together

Ps= the prob. of  detecting the target on each look.
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 Pn = prob of  detecting interference on each look

 PFA = prob of  false alarm
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• Several methods are used to establish the detection   threshold.

• The simplest is as follows.
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 More  widely used schemes for setting threshold sense the 

average interference level and set the threshold so that a 

relatively constant number of  false alarms occur per unit of  

time.

 This method is called adaptive threshold or constant false alarm 

rate detection CFAR.
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 Signal level in a few bins (range) on each side of  the bin being 

tested for a target are averaged together.

 It is assumed that these bins contain only interference.

 The average value is multiplied by a constant and the result is 

threshold.

 Thus Probability of  false alarm is established.

 The content of  center bin are tested with the derived threshold 

to determine whether or not a detection occurs in that bin.

 Signals are then shifted one bin and process repeated.

 Using this, called cell averaging CFAR, each bi is tested against a 

threshold determined by the average signal level in a few bins on 

either side of  it.
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 The threshold developed by cell averaging is:

 VTH = the detection voltage

 MTH = threshold multiplier 

 N = number of  cells

 N = the cell summation counter

 V(n) = the complex voltage in cell in volts
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 Area CFAR used in imaging 

or scanning systems

 Range CFAR used by pencil 

beam radars

 Azimuth CFAR perimeter 

protection radar
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 It involves storing in memory the range and azimuth of  areas 

where there is clutter interference. Then the detection thresholds 

are adjusted accordingly only in those areas during radar 

operation.

 The storage is often done before the radar is put into operation, 

but in some instances it is done dynamically.
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 The interference level is determined by examining the 

freq. Bands adjacent to the band containing to the band 

containing signal.

 The threshold is then set based upon this interference 

level.
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 Rejects all magnitude information from signal as well as 
interference.

 S/I can be improved because of  relationship in spectrum 
analysis where the amplitude of  a waveform in one 
domain equals area in the other.

 The example shown is signal plus impulse jamming
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 Found in radars which transmit digitally coded waveforms, 
usually as binary coded phase modulation.

 The COHO signal is limited by discarding all the information 
except the sign of  real and imaginary parts of  the signal.

 After limiting the echoes are comprised of  N binary bits of  I 
and N bits of  Q.  

 Detection of  phase limited coding is described by M of  N 
detection
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